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HERE’S
ROY CONACHER

(No. 9),
HIGH -SCORING
FORWARD OF THE
BOSTON BRUINS,

of 39...

my

WORLD
CHAMPIONS

IN THIS ACTION SHOT he’s come in like a bullet from | HE’S AWAY! He burns up the ice—a spectacuan express rifle...he takes a pass. But the opposition’s
_lar solo dash...nimbly he dodges the defense
defense stops him—this time.
...draws out the goalie and scores.

His hockey’s fast and hot!
BUT HE SMOKES A SLOW-BURNING
CIGARETTE FOR MORE MILDNESS, COOLNESS,
oes

AGAINafurious flash of speed...a split-second
of stick magic...and the puck shoots home for
the goal that wins the match.

AND FLAVOR

SPEED’S FINE IN HOCKEY
BUT NOT IN CIGARETTES.

| LIKE SLOW-BURNING
CAMELS... THEY'RE
MILDER AND COOLER

When it’s easy-chair time after the hockey match, you’ll find Roy Conacher of the Bruins
enjoying a milder, cooler, more fragrant, and flavorful cigarette... Camels, of course.

arettes’”—Roy, how right you are!

Research men may use fancier language
— but they say exactly the same
thing about cigarettes.

Scientists know that nothing destroysa
cigarette’s delicate elements of fragrance

and flavor so mercilessly as—excess heat.
And cigarettes that burn fast also burn
hot. Your own taste tells you that.
Slow-burning cigarettes don’t burn

away these precious natural elements of
flavor and fragrance. They’re milder,
mellower, and—naturally—cooler!
And the slowest-burning cigarette of
the 16 largest-selling brands tested was

erage of
: the 15 other of the largest-selling brands tested —slower
than any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking plus
equal to

Camel...they burned 25% slower than
the average of the 15 others. (See panel

at right.) Why not enjoy Camel’s extra
mildness, coolness, fragrance, and fla-

vor? And extra smoking equal to 5 extra smokes per pack. (Again, eyes right!)
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PEED’S fine in hockey but not in cig-
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In recent laboratory tests, Camels
burned 25% slower than the av-

‘

|

EXTRA
SMOKES
PER PACK!

FOR MILDNESS, COOLNESS, AND FLAVOR
SLOW-BURNING COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Copyright, 1940, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY

LAUNDRY AND
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES

OFFICE FURNITURE — WOOD AND STEEL SAFES

SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING

STEEL SHELVING — LOCKERS

Various kinds of Cotton and
Wood Materials, Etc.
Established Forty Years Ago

Visible Systems and Filing Supplies

342 SOUTH MAIN STREET

Phone FUlton 5371

The FANSHER Bros. Co.
118 W. Court St.

DAYTON

L. M. PRINCE CO.

Established @

i F

1878

Incorporated

1900

Opticians

THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY

117 South Ludlow

SANDUSKY, OHIO

-CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle

DAYTON,

OHIO

A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varietiesin America. Sold Everywhere

HOLLENKAMP

Printed by

THE BERINGER
PRINTING CO.

Established Since 1885

Brown at Hickory Street

Famous Old ALES—BEER
SODA POP—ROOT BEER—GINGER ALE

124 East Third Street

Telephone ADams 6224

A hundred years ago a higher education was a pre-rogative; today it is awell-nigh ©
necessity for a successful career.
If you are qualified to go to college and have not as yet made up your mind .. .
STOP and consider the advantages you will derive in after life from the contacts

made during college with faculty, students, alumni
.
LOOK for a college that teaches the
experienced, inspirational, sympathetic
.

ee of an living, whose faculty is

LISTEN to the voice of experience—men and women who have had the benefit
of a college education, to prepare them for their career.

THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
This “Ad” by Leola Haines merited First Prize in the Ad-Writing Contest.
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Lincoln The Lover
@ By Ernest SHARPE
As he lived and loved, Abraham Lincoln

presented a puzzle never fully unraveled.
It is the sincere hope of the author that this

brief and all too inadequate sketch may help
you to understand better the soul of a great

man.
TF
OP gb

|

HE strange enigma that was Abraham Lincoln
never appeared in a stranger role than as lover
and, though history says little of his checkered career
as a back-woods beau, what it does reveal may cast a

new or different light on the character of the man.

War, he was engaged by Dennis Offut to take a shipment of goods down the Sangamon River and it was

on this trip that Abe first visited New Salem, destined
to play a very important part in his future life and personality. Later in the same year (1831), both Offut
and Lincoln returned to establish a store in this small

met Katy Roby, a quiet, pretty girl of fifteen, who felt

but progressive little village, which had been built
around the mill owned by James Rutledge. It was here

somehow a pity for this strange man-boy, so unsuited
for the life into which he had been born. They talked

found love and it was here that he buried his youth.

It was perhaps at the age of seventeen that Abe first

quite a bit, that is, Abe talked and Katy listened, for
always she marveled at the unfolding wisdom of the

awkward and already stoop-shouldered lad. He told her
about all the things he had been studying and reading

. .. about movements of the earth, politics, river navigation. But never did he tell her about himself. To no
one did he talk of himself. Of the evenings, Katy and
he would walk down from Rockport to the banks of
the Ohio and watch the sun set . . . wait until the
moon rose high and brilliant . . . and then walk back.

Abe found a certain satisfaction in confounding this
simple country girl with his wisdom that even then
seemed too out of place in the rough frontier life along
the rivers of Illinois and Indiana. But it hardly seems

that Abe met Anne. It was here that Lincoln first

Anne Rutledge was a gentle, kind and rather beautiful girl of 19, full of love and sympathy, when Abe
first met her and it seems he fell in love with her at
once . . . but not completely. The vague stirring within
him shied away from any permanent attachment to

anyone or anything and at first, Lincoln loved, but
from a distance. Filled with doubts and fears and at
times almost insane with longing for her, Abe waited
three years and watched her being courted by nearly
all of the eligible young bachelors in New Salem. Not
knowing of Abe’s love for her, Anne promised herself
in marriage to a John McNamar, whom she loved
dearly but whose devotion to her seems to have been

probable that he could have loved Katy. She was pretty,

a bit luke-warm. For nearly three years, McNamar was

placid and nothing else. When Abe drifted off down

away from New Salem on a business trip and his infrequent letters with their tone of indifference did
nothing to assure Anne of his speedy return. It was

the Ohio ona trading expedition in 1828, his heart
went with him and Katy stayed behind to marry Allen

Gentry, a mutual friend.
Several years later, after Lincoln had been through
a brief and unexciting enlistment in the Black-Hawk

during this time that Abe first told Anne of his true
feelings and, probably more on the rebound than from
anything else, she accepted him. For the first time in
his life Lincoln was truly happy and in the Spring of
Page three

1835, with Abe twenty-six and Anne twenty-two, plans
were made for their marriage. Lack of funds and an

extremely inadequate education prompted them to

Once again, Lincoln stuck his neck in the noose and

wrote to her . . . “In all matters, I desire to do night,
especially so in the case of women,” once more proposing marriage. But because “he was deficient in all

postpone the wedding until Abe had been able to
study law for a year and establish himself in an office
at Springfield and Anne had finished her schooling at
a young ladies’ college. So everything seemed to be
settled and waiting. But fate had never meant for the

those little links that go to make up a woman’s happiness,” Mary Owens went back to Kentucky and married a normal man. So ended a very strange “love”

meant for real happiness to enter into it.

For the next few years, Lincoln the lover led a
hectic life indeed. A brief entanglement with a Matilda

affair.

life of Abraham Lincoln to run smoothly. . . had never

Still -in love with McNamar and yet strongly attracted to Abe, the soul of Anne Rutledge suffered
the torments of hell in the months that followed. Always fearing that her first fiance would return and
sometimes loving, sometimes hating the moody, irreso-

lute Lincoln, whom she understood so little and yet so
much, Anne fell ill in August and ona rainy, blustering
evening, just as night ended the day, Death ended her

life and killed the soul of Lincoln, with the same cruel

blow. For weeks, Lincoln was a raving, insanely mad

and hopeless mental wreck, intent on self-destruction.
Only the constant vigilance of his friends prevented
him from ending his life . . . as it was, he “died inside
of himself” and not until years later did he find
moments of complete happiness such as he had found
in the arms of Anne. All ambition, all desire to live

seems to have left him after she died and in the weeks
that followed he drifted aimlessly about through the

woods, often muttering to himself and sometimes crying or talking to a fanciful Anne. Onarainy, cloudy

Edwards that was no more serious than had been a
briefer romance with Polly Warwick, daughter of a rich

plantation owner,and a short but stormy love affair with
the vivacious and popular Sarah Rickard followed in

quick succession. Always Abe seemed to be looking for
something to replace the part of his heart torn out by

Anne’s death . . . but nothing satisfied his tortured
soul. He actually proposed marriage to Sarah Rickard
when she was sixteen, but she laughed at the idea. “A
young girl desirous of social position and culture would
certainly not be fascinated by a man of his peculiar

manner and general deportment,” said she. What
Lincoln sought for all these years wasa girl filled with
unselfishness, kindliness and understanding . . . he

could not find it. He was never to find it.
In 1840, Lincoln attracted the attention of the

fiery, intensely-ambitious, at times violent Mary Todd.
She had boasted that the man she married would be

throw himself upon it. Always he acted like a man

President of the United States some day and her sharp
eye told her that this was the man. Carefully, she
planned her campaign and-by 1841, Abe had proposed,
been accepted, withdrawn his proposal, proposed again,

go to her!” It was soon after this that Lincoln left New

been accepted again, set the wedding date and then
failed to appear. For a year and half, Lincoln drifted
again not knowing where or why he was going. But by

afternoon nearly a month after her death, Abe ran

seven miles through the forests to reach her grave and

bereft of reason, often shouting, “I can’t bear to think
of the rain and storm beating on her grave . . . | must
Salem, a broken and shattered old-young man not yet
twenty-seven.

Queer indeed was the complex personality of Abra-

ham Lincoln for within a year, he had gone to the
State Legislature for a term in which he did nothing

but promise to marry a woman he had seen but once

before and that for a moment. A friend’s wife asked
him if he would marry her sister, Mary Owens, and, as

a special favor Abe consented. While Mary was the

direct opposite of Anne and certainly never aroused the
slightest love in the heart of Lincoln, all indications
pointed to a speedy marriage. Once again the perverse
nature of the man interfered. Abe proposed to her,

stated his virtues and his faults and ended by saying,

“If you want to marry me, well all right, but I would
advise you not to!” She took his advice and didn't.
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November of 1842, the strong sense of duty and honor
innate in his character forced him to return and in a
letter written to Mary Todd, Abe renewed his acquaintance with her by saying . . . “Nothing would
make me more miserable than to believe that you were
so, nothing more happy than to know you were happy.”
On the 4th of November, 1842, Abraham Lincoln

and Mary Todd were married, to the “profound
amazement” of the groom . . . the romantic period of

Lincoln’s life lie behind him. To his grave, Abe
carried an intense love for Anne Rutledge and no
woman exercised a stronger influence upon his per-

sonality. Safely can we believe that love hurt Lincoln
more than it ever helped him: the loss of it overcast

his whole life with a cloud of melancholy despair.

Premonition In Moby Dick
@ By C. J. Lirxowsxr

One of the staff members dips into Herman
Melvill’s Moby Dick and brings up some
very interesting findings. As a psychological
study we think that it deserves your perusal.

The plot in outline is astonishingly simple. The

story is told by a young man who resolved to ship on
a whaling voyage. By a series of accidents natural
enough, but colored in his memory by the fatal events
which followed, he ships with Captain Ahab, a

H ERMAN MELVILLE’S Moby Dick is a rather
unique story, to say the least. I could find nothing in either English or American literature with which
to contrast or compare it. It breeds a peculiar emotional
effect like that of no other book. Parts of it are often
long-winded and crude, but the story is gripping and
its greatness is overwhelming in spite of these minor
flaws.

The study of Moby Dick can be approached from
two different points of view. Though written in prose

veteran of the sea. Two things about the captain are
unforgetable: one is the long thin scar that ran across
his face. You are free to wonder whether some desperate wound had made it, or whether Ahab was born
with the mark. The other unforgetable thing about the
Captain is his mutilated left leg. He had lost this
useful member in a battle with the great whale. Part
of his revenge he took ironically by wearing not a
wooden leg, but an ivory leg made of the polished bone
of a sperm whale’s jaw. In the quarter deck he had
bored a small hole into which this bone fitted. Once
steadied there he could hold his position in the rough-

it has all the power of the great epic. It gathers up all

est storm. When Ishmael, the narrator, shipped on the
voyage, the captain had already become the victim of a

the emotions about a central figure, a central incident
and one central mood. As a novel one could say that
the life of the whaler and the manners and customs

mined to kill the whale that maimed him. All his voyages have been quests for his antagonist. The story of

of Bedford and Nantucket are portrayed faithfully and
that the humors and small details of ordinary life in
the whaler and ashore are set down in the tone of
modern realism, but if the poem in the book is recognized, there is nothing but admiration for the genius
which could incorporate into a work of such magnificent beauty so much that is homely, whimsical and
matter-of-fact.
To call the book a poem is not a fantastic apology

fixed idea. From the moment he lost his leg he deterMoby Dick is simply the record of his last attempt, of
his finding the white whale, of the elemental struggle

that followed and of the loss of the ship, his life and
the life of all the crew except Ishmael who keeps afloat
and is rescued to tell the tale.
Obviously a story of this kind can succeed if it overwhelms us with a sense of terror and grandeur. The
realistic portions of the book to which reference has
been made, serves as unexpected aids to this effect.

for it. The vastness of the impressions that the book
makes is certainly the effect of poetry. As the story is

Melville wants to repeat the idea of the whale in many

read, the ocean, all the oceans, seein spread about you.

moods and variations, as one would repeat a musical

whale, one fish out of all the seas, and suddenly you

theme till it becomes an obsession. When in the last
pages the white whale does appear he was more awful
than I had feared. This awfulness was the result of the

also understand that the one great whale is hunting for

long preparation through which you are led. Fears and

one man on that one ship. Nothing can keep them

terrors have been stored up without your knowledge, to
be precipitated at the end by incidents stirring but surprisingly few. If the book is long it is because Melville

In that immense space a handful of men hunt for one

apart. Here perhaps is an image of fate simpler and more
awful than can be found in ancient story. Not peculiarly American, of course, rather a universal image.
The American pictures in the book belong to the shore,

needed room to suggest these terrors and store them
up in us especially in the behavior and the words of the

to the ports of time and space from which these

captain. In this preparation Melville shows himself to

mariners come. In the sea these characters resolve into
human nature, the horizon melts into infinity. You
begin to reckon in broad terms by height and depth,

be an artist of the greatest skill. He can afford to be
jocular or casual as he sows in your unsuspecting consciousness seeds of strange horrors.

and the purpose and the peril of the voyage begin to
focus in the ancient poet’s saying “there is that
Leviathan.”

Take for example those apparently casual chapters
which interpret the straightway incidents of the voyPage five

age. Ishmael says that the incessant talk about whales,
and especially of this one white sperm whale arouses his
curiosity, and he gathers what information he can
about the habits of whales in general. He tells you of
the seasons in which they can be found in certain
waters, and though the information seems aside from
the point, it leads you to believe that the captain
knows where to look for his enemy in the wide ocean.
You are told legends of the ferocity of the whales and

sure of a splendid catch, or desperadoes who had no
objection to being in at the final struggle between man
and the leviathan.
Completing the circle of the three ideas of space,
madness and monster, Melville uses the theme of

growing insanity and increasing efficiency to fix our
attention more surely on the whale. The whale haunts
the captain’s mind and serves to bring out a strange

of their cunning in taking revenge on their tormentors.

unity in his character. The irony of his misfortune is

You listen to a discussion conducted apparently with
much openness of mind about the possibility of their
sinking a large ship. The evidence seems to be that a
sperm whale attacking a ship head on, can stove in
her planks. This debate accustoms you, of course, to

that he would have never been quite himself if Moby

Dick had not bitten off his leg and incurred his wrath.
These possibilities which lie in every man for good or
evil, slowly developed in the captain, until on this last
voyage when he sails to his death he has achieved much

the possibility of such a catastrophe, and destroys in
advance your skepticism which you would otherwise
feel when Moby Dick sinks the ship.

that was possible in him. There is that awful feeling of

Melville makes a curious kind of circle out of the
three ideas of the sea, the captain’s madness and the
whale. The image of the wide waters dwelt on con-

character. When he enters the boat for the last time, in

the parallel between the ocean that swallows up all
wrecks, all traces of passage, and the idea of the whale
which gradually engulfs all the softer aspects of Ahab’s
his last chase of his enemy, he is no longer like most
of us, a divided or incomplete personality; he is united

tinuously becomes terrible even though the whale

within himself. His body and soul, as Melville says,

were not there. It expresses the horror of the space.
But in this horror the whale is comfortably at home.
Captain Ahab was no sailor who followed the sea for

are one, alike maimed but equally steeled to an effort
which can hardly be explained in ordinary terms of
motives and causes, but which provides complete expressions of the man’s whole life.

love. He never was, not even before his accident. He

must have been drawn to the deep by a malign attraction, which naturally would be symbolized for him by
Moby Dick, as soon as the white whale appeared.

In another sense, also, the whale, even before it is

on the whale had been purely in the pursuit of his
hunting trade; no private wrath had yet animated
him, but on the long voyage home as the pain of his
wound made him delirious, and in the years afterwards
as he learned what the accident meant in physical

introduced is made to engulf the other interests of the
book. It is a white whale. Melville calls attention to
the importance of this ghostly animal in a magnificent
chapter, one of the most splendid, I believe, that I
have ever read. He lets Ishmael say that if the white
whale had made Ahab mad the talk of it on the boat
aroused in him, a new-comer anda stranger, not only
alarm but also a vague, nameless horror. The whiteness

embarrassments, the man came to associate all his

of the whale was appalling. Melville says it in words

troubles with the white whale. Whatever disappoint-

worthy of the idea.

When he lost his leg he was a fairly normal person,
except for this sinister interest in the sea. His attack

ment in life befell him or whatever failure occurred
in his professional or private life he laid to the door

The story sweeps majestically, yet somberly on to

of that evil sea spirit. His desire for revenge warmed

the last battle between Ahab and the mammal. Both

easily into madness.

which all his comrades recognized, increased rather

emerge from the fight mortally wounded, but before
the ship goes down, Moby Dick, departing with harpoon lines still trailing behind him, entangles Ahab
in a chance rope and carries him off to the sea’s bot-

than diminished his prestige as a whaler. Efficient as he

tom. On the surface nothing is left but a few planks,

may have been before, he was nowaterrible hunter.
In the eyes of his fellow-sailors he became devoted to a

and the lonely Ishmael. As I put down the book, I
somehow felt that Ishmael was a symbol of my own
soul which Melville had transplanted through a voyage
of beauty and terror.

Oddly enough, says Melville, this growing madness,

cause, a destiny, and those who sailed with him were

either whalers of the first quality who wished to be
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Death Visits Dr. Lawson
@ By Dan F. Prucu
Out into the night walked the Thing that
had once been Doctor Lawson—out into the
night and straight into your lives comes this
tale of chilling horror and suffering. Read
and shiver!

()ox entire household has taken onastrangely

ominous feeling since my brother, Dr. Paul
Lawson, came home to continue his scientific experi-

ments. What only a few months ago was a cheerful
home, full of laughter and the joy of living, is now

to my brother during these past few weeks has been
impossible. He locks himself in his laboratory and I

nothing less than a direful morgue. And it is all because of Paul’s damned portentous secrecy. Then, too,
the sudden death this week of Mr. Jemison, our
family’s best-loved neighbor, has added to the foreshadowing gloom. These fateful happenings are caus-

give him his meals through a small opening that he
has made in the door. Sometimes he goes for three

days at a time without either food or drink and, during
these long, dreary hours of terrible tension, we often
hear strange throaty gasps coming from his room.

ing Mother to become ill and weak from constant
worry, but most of her nervous strain is because of

Paul and his experiments.

Then, just the other day, another incident occurred
which nearly strained our nerves to the breaking point.
A long, black wooden box, addressed to Paul, was

“Oh, Paul!” she pleads, “why must you go on and
on? Rest if only for a day so that I can see you as my
own dear son once more. Don’t kill yourself . . . stop

these experiments for just a little while . . . for my
sake if not for yours! Please, Paul, it is for the best.”
But Paul is a set man in his ways and no matter
how great the pleas might be he always turns them
aside in favor of his never-ceasing searching. “I believe
I am on the verge of discovering one of the greatest
secrets science has ever attempted to solve,” he told us
once in a sudden burst of confidence. “It is the secret

delivered to our house by two ugly-bearded strangers

who carried it, with great difficulty, up the stairs and
left it outside the door of the laboratory. Paul had been
expecting the box and had slipped a note out under

the door that morning telling me where to have them
leave it and warning me not to pry into his affairs. The
night after the arrival of the strangely-ominous, almost

cofiin-shaped, box, I heard Paul dragging it into his
room but before I could get upstairs, he was inside
again and the door was barred . . . We have learned
nothing more. All that we can do is wait and hope

desperately...

of immortality and I'll sacrifice my life, if necessary, for
every fraction of that discovery!” Soon after that he
went upstairs to his laboratory and barred the door.. .
We have not seen him since . . . But I must cease
writing for now and wait further developments. Oh,
the terrible anxiety! I cannot see how this almost
unbearable situation can last much longer for slowly
it is driving us all mad.

A week more has passed and I am trying one final
attempt to stop Paul from continuing his insane experiments. I have sent for his fiancee, Emily Richardson.
Through Father, I discovered that Paul had left Emily
at her home several months before and told her that
at the end of this, his greatest experiment, they would
be married and spend their honeymoon abroad. They

are deeply in love with each other . . . or were . . . and
A torturous month has passed since my last writing
and Paul has made living a hell for all of us. Mother
is in bed and the unceasing worry about Paul’s work
has broken her health completely. Father too is not
his old stern self. I endeavor to comfort him by telling
him that Paul’s work will soon be finished but he only
says, “He'll kill his mother . . . He'll kill Mother if he
keeps on with this devilment . . . we must stop him

. .. we must at least try to talk to him!” But talking

I desperately hope that, when Paul sees her, he will

stop his maddening search for immortality, at least for
a little while.
Emily arrived here early this evening and is now

upstairs knocking at Paul’s door. Father and I are
waiting downstairs, hoping against hope, that the door
will open. For stopping Paul’s incessant labor will mean

renewed life for Mother . . . for all of us. Now I hear
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footsteps approaching the door. There... can just hear
a thin, frail voice. It can’t be Paul’s! It is more like the
murmurings of a dying man. Emily is answering the

voice in her loving, ever-hopeful tones, “Dear Paul,
it’s I, Emily! Please open the door.. . I’ve missed you
so terribly!” Suddenly the door creaks open. . - Emily
utters a terrifying scream, falters backwardabit and
then falls into a heap on the floor. A tall, twisted
figure . . . more a skeleton than the Paul we had

known ... darts out into the hallway. He attempts to
lift Emily . . . but fails. For a few seconds, he bends
over her, crying pitifully and uttering a jumble of
sounds too indistinct for Father and I to hear downstairs. Then Paul calls back into the laboratory and, to
our

amazement,

another

thin,

emaciated

Quickly I carry Emily’s unconscious, blood-stained

body down to the living-room divan. All over her face
is the ugly, brownish-black blood of the monster. .
it has a foul, sickening odor like a dead and decaying

animal. Frantically, I work to wipe it from her face
before she regains consciousness . . . slowly, she opens
her eyes and I give her some brandy. Her eyes look up
at me in inexpressible terror and, grasping my hand
pitifully, she whispers, “Please don’t leave me! Stay
here, near me .. . Oh! Paul looked so horrible....
his face, all shrunken and . . . and dead-like . . . It was

like a hideous skull!” She tries to say more but she can
only clutch at my arm as if asking protection from
some unknown menace...

figure

stumbles out and unsteadily bends over the unconscious
form of Emily. It is at that tense moment that I catch
sight of the ghastly pale, almost fleshless face. [has icc

but I can hardly believe it . . . It is Jemison! ...
Jemison, who had been so tall and strong and soclosely
connected to our family until his death several months

before! Both Father and I are frozen with horror and
unable to move . . . Together, Paul and Jemison try
to carry Emily into the laboratory but they are too
weak to lift even her slight body. Furiously, Paul beats

the skeleton-like body of Jemison but to no avail. ‘The
helpless figure looks pitiful and the dark, sunken eyes

hopelessly ignorant of the meaning of the drama that
is transpiring. I can see the strain of the frail, muscleless arms as they try to raise Emily’s seemingly lifeless
body. The color comes into It’s veins. Then in one

And yet another week has passed in this fateful

gloom. On this late evening, we are all gathered in the
living room before a roaring open fire-place. It seems
to be the only cheery aspect left and even it is over-

shadowed by the prevailing horror.
About midnight, we hear something that penetrates
every corner of the room . . . a cold draft enters and

makes the fires roar out more furiously as if in warning
to us. The noise is that of Paul’s laboratory door
creaking open upstairs and the sound is ominous,

causing us all to huddle closer together. Emily clings
to my side and whispers fearfully, “Don’t let me see

that face again . . . please don’t!” Mother, who has
been resting on the divan, struggles to rise. On her face,
I can see a prayer that the horrible nightmare may be

supreme effort exerted by the monster, the skin of It’s

over at last...

falls over the blood spattered Emily and lies there,

approaching the room .. . a thin figure, clad in a black

arm splits open and a thin stream of blood squirts
forth from a bursted artery. Screaming horribly, It
sobbing and choking convulsively.
Shaking off my terror, I run up the stairs but just as
I reach Emily, Paul drags the helpless monster to Its
feet and pulls It into the laboratory after him, immediately bolting the door after him. Above the unearthly

screams of Jemison and the sounds of the struggle
that seems to rage behind those locked doors, I can

hear Paul shouting, “You stupid fools!” he says. “Why
did you send for her . . . my experiment is not finished

We hear faint steps descending the stairs . . .
robe, appears in the doorway . . . Its head is covered
by a dark cloth mask with holes cut in it for the eyes
and mouth. After gazing about uncertainly for a
moment, the figure enters the room but does not

come near to us. As It stands there swaying unsteadily,
my eyes search eagerly for some sign that will tell me
it is Paul. Only the hands are uncovered and when
I see them, I am filled with paralyzing horror. They

are crimson! There is no outer skin covering the flesh
and I can discern the arteries and the bare finger

... take her away, fools, take her away!”

bones. The whole room is filled with the stifling odor

Father attempts to make Paul open the door by
pounding on it furiously and yelling, “You're not my

I have no more time for close observation as the
emaciated figure steps back out of the light from the

of decaying flesh and the sense of approaching death.

son ... you're a fiend, a devil, a murderer! I'll disown

dancing flames which seem to clutch at him. Now an

you! You're a raving maniac!” But I know such shout-

unearthly voice comes from the masked face . . . though

ing is futile and so does Father but he wants to try,

it still holds some of Paul’s strong masculine qualities,

at least, to bring Paul to his senses. He receives no

the tones are barely audible...

answer from behind the door . . . the door that holds
so many secrets which have caused so much terrible
suffering.

Brother,” he whispers, “I tried to play my part in
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‘Dearest

Mother,

my

darling

Emily,

Father,

science but I have failed miserably. The secret of
immortality is not for Man to know . . . I should
have realized that but I was insanely overcome by a
burning desire for discovery. I thought that I would
be able to produce ever-lasting life by the use of
synthetic blood but the blood that I made wasn’t able
to reproduce itself . . . It had no living cells to multiply
and form new tissues. You know that I resurrected
the body of poor Mr. Jemison during my experiments.
He suffered horribly on my operating table but it was

Backing through the hallway, Paul turns suddenly
and stumbles out toward the door and the darkness
beyond . . . Breaking from my arms, Emily rushes
after him, shouting frantically, “Wait Paul . . . Dear,

wait! Come back! I need you so...I love you...
please Paul, come back!”
But from the darkness comes the weakened voice,
hardly audible now, “No! No! You must not come to
me. I am no longer Paul. I am Death!”

all useless . . . his veins were too far gone to withstand

injections . . . hemoptysis set in, causing his ‘second’
death. Father, will you see that he is reburied secretly?”
. . . Paul speaks calmly and slowly . . . stopping to
cough now .. . he continues, “I myself am poisoned
with the synthetic blood . . . soon, I must pay for the
sins which I have committed . . . against you Mother,
for all the worry I have caused you and for the pain
and suffering I brought to all of you . . . to Jemison
. . . especially to you, Emily. Oh, Emily my darling!
Forgive me!”

As Emily disappeared in the night, I run after her
praying to God that she is safe . . . suddenly comes a
sharp, terrifying shriek! A short piece from the house,
standing in the center of the large, moon-lit driveway,
I find Emily . . . she bends over a black robe, lying in a
disheveled heap at her feet . . . on it is a small
glittering object. As I approach, she picks it up and
hands it to me.. . then, looking out into the darkness,

through misty, pain-clouded eyes, whispers, “It was
to have been my wedding ring.”

GOLD
Gold of my heart is not to spend;
It is to share, but not to lend;
No coldin it, nor glitter bold,

Mellow is it and dreamer’s gold.
Life would be empty without this chest
Of treasured gold which me hast blest.

Priceless, worthless, dreamer’s gold
Which reaps contentment manifold.
Golden love and a golden thought
Are golds which never can be bought.

Poverty-stricken would I be
If these golds were not with me.
—Puytuis NIswoncer.
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Our Highway Problem
@ By Wim Hi
The Exponent is happy to present to its

readers this contribution from one of the
senior engineers. The topic is a very timely

one and it is treated in a popular fashion, so
there is no excuse for your not reading it. Do
so and help to reduce the number of accidents by driving carefully.

| N the year 1939 automobile accidents amounting to
nearly a million killed about 40,000 persons (an
average of over 100 per day), crippled 100,000 others,
and hurt 1,000,000 more in the United States alone.

After viewing such appalling figures as these in the past

few years our city, state and national governments have
set about to stop the massacre. All through the campaign we have been reading literature of all types, such

_ endeavoring to impress us with the necessity of carefulness on the road. Social-minded pamphleteers such as
J. C. Furnas, author of “And Sudden Death,” de-

scribed the ghastly cracked things they see in the road
when two motor cars meet in disregard of what traffic

engineers call the conditioning factors of time and
space. All this to convince us of the risk we take when

we speed or drive carelessly. However, in coincidence
with the pamphlet campaign, the highway engineers
have been working industriously to make the highways
safer. It is concerning this campaign, the more important of the two, that I wish to write.

“Any accident,” says Albert Whitney of the National
Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters, “is the
spectacular manifestation of inefficiency.” In other
words, an accident is symptomatic of a serious organic

weakness in the traffic and highway mechanism.
In view of the above fact, Dr. Miller McClintock,

head of Harvard’s Bureau for Street Traffic research,
labels the cause of all accidents, from a scratched fender

to a head-on fatality, “friction.” Depending on circum-

stances, it may be medial friction or marginal friction
Or intersectional friction or internal-stream friction.

Every auto accident that has happened or will happen
has or will have one of these forms of friction as a

cause.

ao

McClintock sees traffic as a fluid, and as a fluid re-

sponsive to the laws of hydraulics. By his definition,
traffic is a river of steel and rubber and the highway
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is the river bed it pursues, now gentle, now sluggish,
now a torrent that smashes and churns and breaks out
of control, but always and universally responding to the

laws of hydraulics.

|

At the intersections, where rivers of traffic cross over,

there is intersectional friction. At that point occur the
worst traffic jams and accidents. On the average highway, intersectional friction accounts for nineteen per
cent of all accidents.
The conflict between two opposing streams of traffic is called medial friction. It causes, besides conges-

tion, terrible accidents, including many head-on collisions, side-swipes and jarring violence. Seventeen per

cent of all accidents are caused by medial friction.
Internal-stream friction is the result of the rub in
the traffic on the same road going in the same direction. It is the cause of rear end collisions and side-

swipes from cars cutting in and out of their lanes. Lay
to it forty-four per cent of all accidents.
Although marginal friction is not so complicated it
is often more spectacular. It is generated by bad road
shoulders, curves that are too abrupt and what traffic
men call “fixed objects,” as parked automobiles, trees,

guardrails, and pedestrians. Twenty per cent of the
country’s accidents are due to marginal friction, and

under the heading of fixed objects, it annually causes
the death of 16,000 pedestrians, who then become permanently fixed. Hence, we see that the friction theory
not only defines accidents in terms of causes, but it also
strikes at the organic inefficiences of traffic and highway practice.
The driver, the car, and the road are the indivisible
trinity of the hydraulics of traffic flow. In which do we

find the greatest weakness or inefficiencies?
The driver surely has many shortcomings, which
make for a huge percentage of the accidents. There are
40,000,000 drivers on the highways taking turns at the
wheels of 26,000,000 cars. It is therefore required that
the public authorities educate and restrict them.

The car is fundamentally safe. Few accidents—not

served or the object may be seen as an outline contrast-

more than 5 per cent—can be laid to structural failure
in the car. Therefore little blame can be put on the car

ing with the pavement beyond, which, under a system
of fixed lights, is generally brighter than the object

manufacturers.

observed.

In the road we see the greatest weakness. The road
has never been very efficient as a channel for motor
trafic, but recent jumps in the speed of the car have
thrown its inadequacies into sharp relief. ‘Trafic today
is a combination of an eighty-mile-an-hour car in the

Discernment by surface detail and by silhouette are
to a considerable degree mutually opposed. More light
on an object affords better discernment by surface de-

hands of a twenty-mile-an-hour driver struggling to
adjust itself to a thirty-mile-an-hour road. And it
doesn’t work out so well.
Engineers have finally brought forth a road plan that
has in various experimental stretches proved itself as

foolproof as many believe is possible. Four broad struc‘tural elements identify this road. One: a dividing island
or median strip down the middle of the road. That
ends medialfriction. Two: grade separations or over and

under passes which liberate through trafic from the
impact of cross trafic and clover-leaf detours for making left turns. That disposes of inter-sectional friction.

tail and poorer discernment by silhouette. Conversely,

the more light on the background and the less on the
object provides better discernment by silhouette and
poorer discernment by surface detail.
With each of these processes is connected one of the
methods of road illumination. Visibility provided by
headlights affords mainly illumination of surface detail;
while that provided by a system of fixed lights tends to
increase discernment by silhouette.
There are certain limitations in automobile headlamps which must be recognized before the advantage
of adequate street and highway lighting can be fully
appreciated. When the pavement is light in color and

Three: the closing off of abutting property by denying

the road surface is dry, headlamps provide safe and

it access to the road. This offsets marginal friction.
Four: accelerating and decelerating lanes for fast and

pleasant driving conditions at normal speeds, except
for the glare of approaching headlamps.
:

slow traffic caused by side roads. That lessens internalstream friction.
The remarkable fact about this road is that it is not
a blunderingly new invention, but merely a combina-

tion of four elements of design that had long before
been separately employed, often by. accident.

When the pavement is wet, instead of diffusely reflecting the light (like blotting paper), it reflects light
specularly (like a mirror), with the result that the
headlamp beams are reflected in a direction away from
the driver’s eye, leaving the pavement substantially
black. In this case objects are seen only by the light

According to experts, we need approximately 12,000

reflected from them toward the driver, and since such

miles of such construction here in the United States,

objects are predominantly dark in color, their visibility
is low. On dark, dry pavements also, predominantly
dark objects are seen only by the light which they
reflect back to the driver’s eye. Hence, it can be seen
that there is a need for more illumination than that
provided by the headlamps of automobiles. A system
of fixed lights at points of danger is the solution.

especially in the approaches to metropolitan areas.
Although the cost estimate of such roads is high, the
lives which these roads would save, however, would

show that money would be well spent.
A more economical attack is that taken by most of
the states in improving the conditions of their present
highway system.

During 1936 action was taken by several states to
provide illumination of highways. Most active in this

Since 1929, when safety measures were first inten-

regard were the states of Connecticut, New York,

sively promoted, daylight fatalities have steadily decreased, while night fatalities have risen rapidly. Night
trafic accidents alone kill in the neighborhood of

Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, Minnesota, California and
Washington.

24,000 annually. Day traffic, though three to four times
heavier, is responsible for 16,000 deaths. There must be

therefore some night time condition beyond the control of the driver. This factor is lack of visibility.

Recent. investigations on the parkways in West-

chester County, N. Y., covering a period of four years
and also the parkways on Long Island for a three-year
period substantiates the contention that adequate

highway lighting reduces traffic accidents.

Objects are seen at night by either of two different

In California the most important installation was

processes. The object may be-illuminated with. sufh-

that on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge Project,

cient brightness that every detail of the object is ob-

(Continued on page seventeen)
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Eagerly Uncle Sam Assumes Big Brother Role
Here We Go Again!
Lurid headlines and emotion-stirring cartoons show
all too clearly that America has forgotten the lessons
of the 1920 post-war awakening. American newspapers,
-at least, are back in the same old rut of rabble-rousing,

“hokum-throwing,” with their attempt to create a

passionate perspective on the current European muddle.

Instead of warning us against the age-old tricks of
propaganda, newly-twisted, which flood our shores in
time of Old-World war, these “guardians of free speech”

have jumped heart and soul on the band wagon of the
Allies and are swallowing the sugar-coated tripe being
dished out through London’s censor market, without

regard for truth or accuracy. And while we naturally are
‘in sympathy with England and France and, currently,

Germany first started on the war-path, or when Ireland

fought for her freedom, or when the hundred and one

other fuses in the European-Asiatic powder keg started
to burn? Isn’t it true that India is under the heel of
Great Britain and isn’t it true that several million
colored men are enslaved by France in her African

colonies? Why do we not assume the “white man’s

burden” again? And come to think of it, South America
could usea bit of straightening out too. Not to men-

tion Mexico . . . and aren’t we neglecting Portugal?

Surely, they can’t be happy unless America sticks her

finger in their political pie! Why fool around with

a long drawn-out campaign? Why not just call it by
the right name and say . . . America can’t keep her

Finland, we cannot afford to look at the international
situation with that bias and narrow-mindedness which

nose out of other people’s trouble.

an absolute stand for either side would imply . . . we
cannot afford to play European power politics! But
unless those supposedly astute men known as newspaper editors stop beating the drum for American intervention in a mess which we did not cause and could

Ah! But no! . . . shout the outraged chauvinists. We
are interested in Europe only because of humanitarian
love for the oppressed and the under-privileged; we
hate to see suffering and injustice. Of course we have
the share-croppers and the slum-districts and the reliefers and the starving poor right here to comfort and
help but there is no romance in that .. . there are no
drums to beat or bugles to blow or uniforms to wear
when we balance our own books. Anyway, we can do

not cure, our statesmen will be sitting down at another
session of Continental chess, with us as the pawns.
With the present rapid drifting toward war, we have
‘perhaps a year yet of subtle propagandizing and then

. .. a heavy shipment abroad of hearts and brains and
clean strong blood to be dumped into the boiling
cauldron of European intrigue and hatred . . . for
what?

Can anyone justify our entry into the last World
War? Can anyone, remembering that fiasco of our

that anytime! Right now there is a war to be fought

and a bit of killing to be done. Three cheers for hell
on earth!
.

Before all of us lies the pathway of life and not so
very far away is a fork in the road . . . to the left, War

. . . to the ght, Peace. Our whole future happiness

democracy-saving, understand the position currently
being taken by those tyrannical controllers of public

and that of our children depends upon which road we

opinion, Our newspapers?

would it not be so much better to judge with our eyes

Of course, we are sorry for the Finnish nation! But

are we to be “big brother” to the whole world? If that
is our role, why didn’t we intervene when Japan kicked

China, or when Italy stole Albania and Ethiopia, or
-when Spain was in such a horrible mix-up, or when
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take. When the time comes to make that decision,

open, to see the complete picture, to realize that our

place is here, defending America and preserving her
principles of freedom and democracy instead of fighting
for a false cause on some foreign field? We love

America and we will die for her but we will not be

international policemen.

Is Wall Street Really
“The Big Bad Wolf”?
Characteristic of the mental workings of a great
many smaller business men, street-corner economist

and down-right anarchist alike, is the belief that “Wall

Street” and security markets in general are responsible
for whatever evil may befall national business conditions. In their mind’s picturization of a stock-broker’s
office, they see hundreds of hawk-nosed, eagle-eyed men
of ill repute skulking in dark and mysterious corners
and methodically slitting each other’s throats, ceasing
only to steal a quizzical glance at the quotation board

or consult the latest Federal Reserve Index of Industrial
Production for 1934. Seldom, if ever, do these little

business men investigate the supposed “crookedness”
of the markets and even less often do they try to learn
why organized security exchanges are in operation

throughout the world. The least bit of common-sense
reading in finance would convince them . . . assuming

fair-mindedness . . . that “Wall Streets” are as vital in
a system of free enterprise as is the right to vote.
Under a capitalistic economy, one of the prime considerations of industry and government is the securing

and spending of the proper amount of money in the
proper manner so that benefit and not detriment will

been the work of that great American sucker, the getrich-quick speculator who dabbles along in his own
line until business booms and then deserts his trade
for a wild orgy of “playing the market,” to his ultimate
loss and often to the public perdition. Excluding these
elements, the honest observer will find just as much

honor and straight-dealing in the exchanges as he will

in any branch of our competitive economy . . . no
more, no less.

As Lincoln Would Say

--

All this talk being thrown around about the bumper
crop of presidential candidates reminds me ofastory.

It seems that an old river man came into a bit of
money, several thousand dollars all told, and the first

thing he did was to fulfill his life’s dream. He built
a handsome tug-boat and . . . this was his ambition . . .
on it he put the loudest whistle he could find. The
whistle was so loud that it drowned out every other
tootle for twenty miles . . . the old river man was in
his glory right. ‘There was only one thing that bothered
him, though. Because of the lack of money and the

expensiveness of the whistle, he had been obliged to
buy a small boiler. Since the boiler did not make a
whole lot of steam and since the whistle used so much

be the result. To obtain these funds for . . . manufac-

of it, every time he blew the whistle, the boat stopped!

turing autos . . . building homes. . . constructing highways . . . developing products . . . supplying services .. .
adding to American wealth . . . the mind and muscle
seek the means and always they have turned toward the
centralized markets where money is loaned. There it is

I hope our candidates have boilers to fit their
whistles.

that they find the larger amounts of capital funds for
the least rent. There it is that men with fortitude and
vision seek investments for idle cash. There it is that a
“Wall Street” is paved.
There is nothing secretive or complex about a security market; it is merely a part of our economic set-up
operated by a community of financiers acting to fulfill

the desires of several million bond-holders and perhaps
twice as many stock-holders. The job of the exchange

is to “collect the funds of individual investors and
speculators from all over the nation . . . and direct their
flow into the productive industry of America.” Un-

biased history will show that the job has been well
done and the results worth the price which the public
pays.
Naturally when some 50 billion dollars (estimate)
are involved in the listed and unlisted stocks of rail,

utility and industrial issuers, the element of fraud and

chicanery will crop out in spots just as it does in any
large undertaking involving humanity. But here again
unbiased history proves that financial dishonesty has

always been confined to the minority of exchange
operators and that the isolated instances of “gambling

with the dice loaded” generally involved a profit-mad
clique, in no way a teal part of the organization. And,
finally, all those excesses culminating in crashes and

fostering restrictive legislation are admitted to have

A Flimsy Creation, Size 64
Men, the end of the world can’t be far away when a

Thing (who actually claimed man-hood!) will appear
in public in a purple plaid sport jacket, “broadly-belted,
featuring the cutest little yellow blob-buttons and
trimmed in old rose braid, with just a dash of green
mesh net flung daintly back over one lapel.”
This horrible, ghoulish, foul, ghastly, almost indecent

exhibition of Man gone mad was perpetrated at one
of those revolutionary fashion shows for men, where
women calmly criticize (at the top of their voices) the
“dreariness” of most masculine attire and suggest suitable changes in haberdashery habits. The general idea
is to get us to adopt something on the order of that—
that—that . . . purple plaid mess. Old rose braid and
green mesh net, Gadzooks!
New see here, 0 woman, we'll stand just so much

and very little of that! What if our coats are ante-

deluvian and our trousers bell-bottomed and our nekties faded strings and suppose our shoes do button

up the side? All we ask is a good dark suit, a sturdy
pair of brogans andalot less talk about the latest
creations in cerulean-colored cashmere coffee-coats then

we'll be happy. We can manage very well, thank you,
without any of those—those “paint-factory explosions”
in the English Droop model, with two pairs of knickers

to match!
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CWLEN
WOMEN’S EDITOR .. . Martha Rose Manny

it more sure, I boiled an egg hard, and took out the

yolk, and filled it with salt, and when I went to bed
ate it, shell and all, without drinking or speaking after
it. We also wrote our lover’s names upon bits of

paper, and rolled them up in clay and put them into
water; and the first that rose up was to be our

Valentine.”
Days of romance indeed! After reading this we gave

three silent cheers for these simple days when we

ST. VALENTINE’S DAY

maidens only cross our fingers and hope against hope
that the right person will remember us on February 14!
—M. R. M.

“Good-morrow, ’tis Saint Valentine’s Day,
All in the morning betime;
And I a maid at your window,

SCARLETT

To be your Valentine.”
—Hamlet, Act IV, Scene V.

Before Shakespeare, Chaucer also mentioned Saint

Scarlett O’Hara is a character of fiction, and a very
strong one. So much so, in fact, that she was brought

to life on the screen, and the department stores filled
their windows with her pictures and named dresses,

Valentine’s Day in his works. Therefore, we know that
this feast was observed before the year 1415 at which
time the earliest existing example of poetical Valentines were written by Charles, Duke of Orleans.

blouses, shoes, and furniture for her and GWTW.

Did I hear a sigh? Did I hear someone say, “Ah,

today, some time or other she would probably play

me, those were the days of romance.”? Well, perhaps
they were, but they were also the days of troubled
indigestion! Listen to this letter from a “Country

Girl” printed by Mr. Town in the “Connoisseur” for
February 17, 1775: “Last Friday, Mr. Town, was Valentine’s day, and I’ll tell you what I did the night before.
I got five bay leaves, and pinned four of them to the

corners of my pillow, and the fifth to the middle; and

then if I dreamt of my sweetheart, Betty said we

would be married before the year was out. But to make
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Scarlett almost seems to have come to life, or at least
to have lived in the past. If the heroine were living
a game of categories with her friends. For example,
if Scarlett were an animal, what animal would she be?
Or what song would she be? Or what car? I think her
friends would put her in the following categories; what

do you think?
What shoes? Dancing slippers—no heels, no toes,

size three. What song? She is the song on the Hit
Parade that was number ten last week and number

one this. What bird? A peacock. What sport? Horse-

back riding. She takes the jumps daringly, fast. What
magazine? Mademoiselle. What literature? Pride and
Prejudice. What jewel? An emerald—as deep green as

Whether tradition has pictured woman as a greater

her eyes and her jealousy. What drink? A mint julep.
What animal? Between a cat and a fox witha little
tiger mixed in. What car? She is the one that gets you
where you are going in a hurry and doesn’t have a ping

danger in the back seat or behind the wheel is hard to
determine. In the former position she is supposed to
give confusing advice to the male-driver; in the latter
position they say she has a particular knack of getting

or knock. It’s not too luxurious, not too new. Perhaps

into trouble on her own account.

a late 1939 Lincoln Zephyr. Incidentally, if she should

go to college (which I doubt), she would probably
choose U. D. with its high percentage of male population, and she would be the Pershing sponsor if she had

to stuff the ballot box.
If Scarlett were here today, most members of the
feminine element would not want to be her friends.

Perhaps they would like to see her, but they wouldn’t
want to be caught in the tangle of her life. If you hear
that her prototype is coming, let me know; I'll take a
quick glance, bid you a hasty good-bye and depart on

PRO-WOMAN DRIVER

The first accusation falls upon woman because it so

happens that she is usually the one who occupies the
back seat. We have observed, however, that most men
when placed in the same position act in the same way.
Shall we say, then, that the desire to give unasked-for
advice is only human? And in defense of all back seat
drivers may we say that a certain traffic authority once

said that he was certain that for every accident caused
by warnings from the back seat at least 99 were
avoided.
We admit from the start that through tests it has

the first train out. She was a character in a book, but

been found that woman is not as efficient as man

we hope that she doesn’t get any further than the

behind the wheel. But science has also proven that
this is not because of a deficiency in her innate abilities,

screen for the benefit of the happiness of a great many
people.

A

—MurieL Oswa.p.

but merely because of her inexperience. Despite this,
women have fewer accidents—fewer per driver, fewer

per mile driven. And ratings of drivers in accordance
with highway courtesy have placed the average woman
before the average man.

,ZZ

COME ONE—COME ALL!

Gee whiz, Kids, we’ve got a grand organization on

this campus and all it needs is little backing, yes, by

Today only 30 per cent of the 40,000,000 drivers
in the United States are women. This is an increasing

percentage, and we hope that the day soon will come
when every woman as well as every man will know
how to drive a car.

—M. R. M.

you all. It’s the Women’s Athletic Recreation Associa-

tion (formerly the W. A. A.) planning to include you
in a lot of fun.
You’ve seen those smooth red sweaters that a few
lucky girls are sporting—well, if you join the fun you
can show them off, too. After all, quite a few of you

do have many points toward your letter. You see we're
not only going to give points to the best bowler, but

for everything. We plan to include badminton, swimming, and even horseback riding in our list of sports
besides the regular sports of basketball, archery and
tennis. Picnics, hikes, bicycle rides and lots of things

that are fun for everyone are also on our schedule. If

you have a sport that you especially enjoyed in high
school, or a game very recently introduced, bring it
around. We welcome suggestions.
Girls, this is your organization, only yours, so let’s
make it something special. You can acquire a slim
graceful figure that is so needed for spring fashions,

get the kinks out of those unused muscles, develop
a healthy color and you'll have lots of pep for your
work and still have fun. Come on—Spring is nigh!
—EpyTHE REILING.

FIFTEEN WOMEN
Judging by the amount of space given them in
encyclopedias, the studies made of the most famous

persons in history show the following as the 15
best known women who ever lived:
Queen Anne of England.
Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots.
Queen Elizabeth of England.
Joan of Arc.
Madame de Stael, French writer.

Josephine, wife of Napoleon.
Catherine de’ Medici, Queen of Henry II of France.
Madame de Maintenon, consort of Louis XIV of

France.
George Sand, French writer.

Christina of Sweden.
Catherine II of Russia.
Marie Antoinette, wife of Louis XVI of France.

Maria Theresa, Queen of Hungary and Bohemia.
Cleopatra of Egypt.
Madame de Sevigne, French letter writer.
—M. R. M.
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The Story Behind The
Gettysburg Address
®@ By Carl G. Will
\ \\ \

Did you know that there was another address
given the day Lincoln made his famous Gettysburg speech? Here is the story of it. All
Americans know the President’s address but
you will have to look in the dusty files of the
library for the other address. Just another
proof that only what is genuine in the world
of literature will endure.
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President Lincoln, who had showed himself to be a

competent political spokesman, in debate with Mr.
Douglas, had not been asked to deliver an address because “he was not thought capable of delivering an

** Hour score and seven years ago our fathers

address on such a solemn occasion.” Only after much

brought forth on this continent a new nation,
conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition

deliberation was it agreed that he should be asked in
the names of the Governors of the States “to formally
. set apart these grounds to their sacred use by a fev

that all men are created equal . . . and that government
of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall
not perish from the earth.”
Needless to say there are few students who have not

voluntarily or otherwise committed to memory the
memorable words of Lincoln at the dedication of the

Gettysburg cemetery. But I dare say that few have ever
searched into the story that is woven around that historic date.

appropriate remarks.”
Thus he received his invitation on the second of
November, just seventeen days before the date of dedication. Lincoln, with many important duties and re-

sponsibilities, had hardly the time to prepare a lengthy
address as Mr. Everett, but in his regulated leisure he

fashioned one that was to win wider acclaim.

The site of Gettysburg Cemetery then consisted of

The story of his preparation has been told in many

seventeen acres of land, on which thousands of Con-

ways; some saying that he wrote it on the train going to
Gettysburg; others, that he wrote it the evening before
at the home of his host, Mr. David Wills; still others

federate and Union Soldiers had died espoused to their
cause. The states then existing were taxed to buy this
area and to erect suitable graves and monuments to

their fallen heroes.
Upon the completion of the arrangements it was

deemed worthy to hold a formal dedication of this
ground. Edward Everett, foremost American professor,

statesman, and orator was invited to deliver the oration.

The invitation announced the date of the dedication
as October 23, 1863. But because of the nearness of the
date, Mr. Everett suggested that it be moved back to
November 19, by:which time he could prepare a fitting

oration.
The date having been changed, they sent out the corrected invitations to prominent men requesting their

claim that it was written in part before he ever left
Washington.
I am inclined to believe the latter, since travel in
those days, even in the President’s coach, was not very

smooth and therefore made writing extremely difficult.
If it was written on the train, how then do they account for the smooth handwritten “original” copy
preserved in the archives?
Neither could he have had time the evening before
at the home of his host to compose this address, for it

is recorded that he was serenaded “all evening” by several military bands. Also, it is recorded that during the
same evening he greeted the crowd that surrounded
the house with a short welcoming address.

presence. The President, his cabinet, General Meade,

General Scott, the diplomatic corps, and both houses

Time passed quickly, and as the hour for the dedication drew nigh the population of Gettysburg multi-

of Congress were among those asked to attend. Few
accepted. Some declined because of duties, others be-

plied manyfold. The ceremonies began in the forenoon

cause of enmities still existing between them and the

with a parade to the cemetery. After this procession, as

President.

if to impress more deeply that Mr. Lincoln was not to
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be the main speaker, the ceremonies were delayed an
hour because Mr. Everett had not as yet made his
appearance.

erence to the battle historically accurate. Nothing was
lacking except full sincerity of appeal.

The delayed ceremonies began with a prayer de-

standing, moved away. At length the peerless orator

scribed in the records as “eloquent,” and it was followed
by an interlude of music, after which Mr. Everett arose

took his seat. A dirge was sung. Mr. Lamon arose to
introduce the President. At the end of this brief intro-

to give his oration.

duction Lincoln proceeded to make the “few remarks”

There, before that vast concourse of people, he stood

Many, idle and restless from the three hours of

suggested in his belated invitation.

without manuscript and delivered his oration in a clear,

That which Lincoln lacked in quantity he supplied

resonant voice. But what did he say during those two

in sincerity; his warm heart expressed that which others
had failed to express. And the world that thought it

hours in which he spoke? I venture to say that few
outside of that throng that stood about have ever read

would little note has long remembered what he said.

ot heard. We can, however, be certain that whatever

he did say was appropriate—every sentence weighed
and balanced, every gesture arranged in advance, every
local and topographical allusion correct, and every ref-

HIGHWAY
(Continued from page eleven)
reported to be a shining example of the highway ot
tomorrow.
Since highway lighting was first introduced, there

have been numerous luminaries put on the market.
Among the most efficient at the present time are the
tungsten lamp introduced by the General Electric engineers after two years of research, the sodium lumi-

naire introduced by General Electric in 1933 and the
high intensity mercury vapor lamp for illumination at
such places as grade crossings and dangerous intersections. The sodium vapor units are being used exclu-

sively on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge Project.
Before leaving the subject of highway lighting, it

might be well to say a few words concerning polarized
light. There have been many experiments and articles

on the subject. C. A. S. Woods, in an article in Roads
and Streets, states “Not only does polarized light fail to
increase existing illumination, it actually reduces by

about forty per cent the effectiveness of both street
lighting and headlights. Even if its application were

(All quotations are accurate and are taken from “The
Life of Abraham Lincoln,” Vol. II, by William E.
Barton.)

practical, which is questionable, its physical limitations
are many.” On the other hand, recently Charles F. Ket-

tering of General Motors, in an article in National
Petroleum News, apparently extolled the merits of
polarized light.
The South Carolina State Highway Department has
practically eliminated accidents at one of its worst intersections by the use of black and white barricades supplementing the standard markers, according to a report
by Wilbur S. Smith, Trafic Engineer, South Carolina
Highway Department.

Under the heading of construction improvements
comes such things as banked curves and the various
processes of stabilization of highway surfaces. In the lat-

ter field there has been much work done by C. A.
Hogentogler of the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads and
by Cornell University under the direction of Dr. H.
Ries, professor of geology.

With the highway and safety engineers doing their
part, it is now up to the driver to cooperate by driving
more carefully.

PROPITIATION
God forced back the Head of God His Son,
And pressed to trembling lips a cup.

Fiercely bent back the nail-bound One,
And made bleeding lips the dregs to sup.
The gory victim writhed,—and drank!
And drank unto the lees;—for men.
I saw it; heard teeth ’gainst chalice clank;—

And laughing, turned and sinned again.
—CLARENCE WILKINS.
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On Walking In The Rain
@ By Jack L. Jones

There are hobbies and hobbies. Here is one
for you—walking in the rain. You may not
take to walking in the rain but you will enjoy the description of it by this freshman
contributor.
I: is the unusual person who really enjoys walking in
the rain. The taste for this activity is somewhat akin

to the appreciation that some people have for poetry,
intellectual conversation, fine food, old liquors, moonlit

nights, and four a.m. lunches. Perhaps I am egotistical

when I include myself in the select group of walkers
in the rain; it is a distinction to be able to enjoy such
a subtle pleasure. The enjoyment comes from the feel-

ing of freshness, cleanliness, and freedom that I feel
when the rain beats against my face and the wind ruffles my hair.
To enjoy my walk I insist on being comfortable. My

equipment I consider very important. I prefer a rather
warm and heavy coat to the slicker and rubber type of

garment. The general idea is to keep the water from
running down the back of my neck, since it is more
uncomfortable to have water run down one’s neck than
to be wet almost anywhere else. The coat should be
long enough to keep the rest of the person dry, too. A
heavy sweater is advisable during the spring and fall to

guard against catching cold. I like having my head
bare. Girls and other timid souls may wear a sou’wester
or some sort of hat, but I find that a lot of fun comes

from having the head bare to the brisk winds and
whipping rains. So, for full enjoyment, I say, leave the

hat at home.

al

tific, crackling thunderstorms during the summer. And
there are the heavy fogs and dreary drizzles. I like the
long, steady spring rains for walking. While not just
enjoying the fact of the rain I can see the buds beginning to open and the small green plants pushing up

through the ground. Sometimes I have found violets,
velvety, with the sparkling raindrops clinging to them.
Fall rains are not so cheerful; everything seems drab
and dreary during a fall shower. Summer rains are a
welcome relief from the heat but are not so nice for
walking, since they usually come in sudden showers or
in rousing thunderstorms.
If you have ever walked downa city street in the
rain you will remember the people that were out walking that day, too. I have noticed that there is usually
a small boy who is striding along through the pud-

dles, whistling, and acting as if he owned the world.
Several young women are running, with curls and skirts
flying, to get out of the wet. A small group is huddled
under the awning at the corner drugstore, waiting for
a bus. Older people look out at you from under the

shelter of umbrellas while young moderns peer through
the transparent ones. I was usually the only one who
was out walking merely for the pleasure.
I take up walking in the snow during the winter as

Footwear is very important. To enjoy an excursion

to the fullest extent one must not be worried about
wet feet. With a pair of rubbers or galoshes I am carefree and do not have to be on the lookout to avoid
puddles. Umbrellas are taboo. No self-respecting rainwalking enthusiast will use one. Once in a while in the
summer I enjoy walking in a downpouur in ordinary
clothing. I get gloriously wet to the skin and then
hurry home for a change into dry clothes. Such pro-

ceedings are not recommended to those susceptible to
colds, or as a regular habit, or during cool weather.

a substitute for walking in the rain. Snow is especially
attractive because of the tracks that one leaves as he
tramps through. It is beautiful to watch snow falling
in the glare of a street light. I have often walked for
hours in new-fallen snow.

Perhaps you have the idea that I think rain exists
only to walk through. I realize that it can be beautiful,

too. When the streets and sidewalks are covered with
puddles I like to walk around at night and admire the
reflections in the puddles. The neon signs are especially attractive.

Of course, there are rains and rains. In spring we

have the swift and sudden showers and sometimes the
day-long rains. There are nice warm sprinkles and ter-
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But I must stop now. I will meet you again sometime
in the middle of a glorious cloudburst.

A Saturday Night In The Sticks
@ By Murtet GLANDER
Hey! Hey! Truckin’ in the truck patch with
all the trimmings! Swee-hing yor partner

’raound and ’raound. Dig—dig. Chop—chop.
Well, all right, read it yourself and see if

you don’t catch the fever, too. Quite contagious is this quadrille business!
Ladies on the right
Gents on the left

Eight join hands
And circle to the left.

Call the cow to catch the calf
Meet your partners once and a half,

By intermission we are glad to refresh our thirst
with a “coke.” And you will need refreshing. Maybe

a sandwich, too, if you’re hungry.

Back to your partner, right and left through
Shuffle along like an old choo choo.

What kind of talk is this you ask? Of course, you
wouldn’t know unless you’ve ever been toa real square
dance. You haven’t? Then, at the next opportunity,

when you're looking for something different, why not
journey out into the country some Saturday night about
nine o'clock? Just a bit of advice to the feminine
readers. No high heels. Wear typical college clothes
i.e. sweater, skirt, socks, and saddle shoes. The building
doesn’t look so promising from the outside, but go on
in and check your coat and then hurry over and join
Grandpa, aged eighty-eight, and Junior, aged eight, to

warm up a bit by the old coal stove while a corny little
orchestra tunes up.

Then—we’re off to the strains of “Comin’ Round
the Mountain” or perhaps “Little Old Log Cabin in

Ladies on the right. Gents on the left. Now we go
into the grand march. All march around to meet your
prospective partner. Take my word for it. Anything

can happen here! You're just as liable to get ten year
old Johnny as that smooth dancer you’ve had your eye
on all evening. The ten year old probably knows
more about it than you do anyhow. You'll encounter
all kinds of new steps here, but somehow manage to laugh your way right through. There is a door prize too.
After this presentation, eight hands join and circle left
again and we're off to another hectic square dance,
which, incidentally, certainly takes its toll the follow-

ing day from the feeling of all those sore muscles. We
gather in groups of four and do folk dances too. Of
course it’s not hard but it is tricky. A little more time
elapses and it’s 12:15 too soon. The caller shouts,
“Last dance coming up!”

dances are over much too’soon, but you and your part-

If you’re not “worn to a frazzle” before this, the last
dance will put you in that class. You swing your Yankee
Doodle boy and he promenades you home as you are

ner are gliding along the floor to a popular tune and

nearly ready to be carried from the floor from sheer

here comes a song that even the jitterbugs will rejoice

exhaustion, but with a vow on your lips that you’re
coming back next Saturday night. Isn’t that right?
Well, why not try it and find out?

the Lane,” with everyone swinging around and getting

mixed up but having lots of fun. The first two square

for.
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POTPOURRI
GATCHEE
This is a story of moonlight and shadow,
Far from the world of men,

A tale to be told on a soft summer evening
’Ere sleep comes to woo us again.

The last fading hated ray of sunset
Turned the sky into a copper bowl
Then broke it on the jagged edge of night.

Until at last the lady sank exhausted.
“A solo now, until I find my breath.”
And gladly Gatchee leaped to do her will.
Lost in his dance, he did not hear the tiptoe
On which the feet of time sped soft away;
He only danced till Nyda called him softly,
“The morning comes again and we must flee.
“I have no fear of morning,” Gatchee boasted,

“My legs much swifter are than any ray

The sun can send. So watch me, Nyda, Watch!”

And as the trickling shadows hurried earthward

They passed, a mile or so above the earth,

It happens sometimes thus: a single sunbeam

(You'll never guess and therefore let me tell you)

Filtered through the filigree of leaves,
And Nyda, seeing, screamed aloud in terror,

A queer and rakish looking moonlight elf
Sliding bolt upright upon a moonbeam
And bound for earth with laughter in his heart.
Can you conceive an elf who hated sunlight?
But you would too, if you were doomed to die
If just one ray of that death-dealing substance
Should barely touch you: wouldn’t you, I say?
Well, then, that little elf was known as Gatchee,

“Gatchee! Gatchee!”
As if inspired by curiosity
A fingertip of sunlight touched a stone—
But what was that to Gatchee?—He was gone.
—ARDENE STEPHENS.

No second name. An ordinary elf.

He was not king, nor even prince of pixies,
Just an every evening, moonstruck, moonlight elf!
But he could dance; he was divine at dancing,
And dancing was his life; so every evening

He tumbled headlong downastrip of moonlight
And madly whirled away the livelong night.
This was, indeed, a special night for Gatchee;
For Gatchee was in love, if truth be told,

And underneath an old and sturdy oak,
Deep in the dusky gloom, his only love,
Nyda, a graceful, lovely elfin lady,
Would meet him for the first time in the moonlight

SHADES OF WINDOWS
Have you ever walked or driven along the streets and
looked at the windows? Didn’t you wonder what goes
on inside? Well, did you ever stop to look at the window shades? “Window shades,” you gasp, amazed. Yes,
did you ever stop to think that they might furnish a
clue to the type of people that live within? You never
thought of that. I'll wager you never noticed the positions of window shades. Whether they were up or
down, even or uneven, they cannot help but arouse our

And dance with him!

curiosity as to what goes on behind those shades.

He pursed a mouth which was not quite a mouth
And whistled a tune which was not quite a tune,
And landed with a soft plop on the moss.

least two possibilities to the imagination. Either the

She stood there shimmering in lunat sequins
And took his offered hand without a word.
The dance began, and such a dance it was!
Terpsichore knew envy there that night.
Stately at first, then faster and still faster.
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Window shades that are all the way up suggest at
occupants within want a great deal of light, or more
probably the women of the house are engaged in their
semi-annual house cleaning. These “all-the-way-up”
shades are more in evidence in the spring or the fall.

The “half-way-down” shades, which are evenly down,
are also unexciting. These shades usually denote a care-

ful, tidy housekeeper, or they may designate a vacant
house. They cause little speculation on the part of the

final blue-book—taking it for granted you made good

observer because they are most common.

exams.

The shades are interesting when they are uneven,
such as the shades one might find in a schoolroom.
Perhaps the sun was in some student’s eyes. Maybe the

And now while we're vegetating, gathering new
courage and strength for the next scholastic siege—

teacher pulled down the one near the blackboard to
enable the students to see the exercise better. Then
again it may be that they were raised or lowered hurriedly and so ended up uneven. But not all uneven
shades are in the classroom. Many homes also display
them. Can’t you just see the little children pulling
them up and down, a baby playing at the window and

putting his chubby fingers in the intriguing hole and
gurgling gleefully upon finding that by justa little pull

the shades oblige by rolling up and down? Certainly
you can.
However, the most exciting of all are the drawn window shades, those pulled all the way down. What mys-

tery, what drama of life lies behind them. Perhaps there
is sickness. A child may be down with the measles or a
mother or a grandmother may be fighting desperately

for her life. A doctor sits at the bedside waiting anxiously for some .hopeful sign. Perhaps the shades are
drawn because of death’s not taking a holiday. What
sadness and suffering those within may be experiencing. You cannot help but speculate as you gaze at the

drawn shades. But then it may be that the baby is only
taking a nap, or it might be that the whole family has
gone ona trip and has closed the house for the week
or the week-end. If your imagination is more vivid you
can conceive a meeting of spies, or an inventor carefully

drawing the plans of his “brain-child,” or to come
much closer to probability, the shades perhaps hide no
more than a gay gathering that does not wish to make

public its festivities. You never can tell. Or can you?

we all felt when we drove home the final period in the

let’s meander!
Let us step aside for a moment and examine ourselves as “those students” and not as “us students”; in
fewer words, let’s be objective with ourselves.

In the first place our little recess has given us a
brief opportunity to sit back and be impressed by the
vital fact that one year of our higher (?) education is

half gone. And our heads are still swimming! And
may I
heads
simile,
rotary

(still objectively) suggest a few reasons why our
are spinning like a couple of jitter-bugs (apt
notice)? Perhaps the initial torque for our
motion can be identified as that (censored)

term paper that the Prof—or Profs—threw at us when
we “had just settled our brains for a long winter’s nap.”
O for more term papers—instead of two-week-papers!

Or was it that peculiarly annoying system, called practice teaching, to which a number of us were subjected? It insures preparation for your students’ work
and no preparation for you, the student. Or didn’t we

study? Or were we apparently the only dull ones in
the class, so that everybody else seemed able to grasp
the field at a glance while we were wading in de-tail?
We learned one thing at any rate: that our modern
college life can be one hard, high-speed, high-pressure

system—unless we “get in the groove.”
Let me quote an illustrative example, one of the

“when-I-was-a-boy” type, but still interesting. “When
I was a student in school and college, even the English
courses were about the most interesting things that

By observing just the window shades of a house for a
certain period of time you probably will be able to
come to some sort of a conclusion and the chances are
you will be right. Try it some time. When you are

current and clamorous world from Charlie McCarthy
to the Czechoslovakian crisis and from Connie Boswell

walking or riding along the street take a look at your
neighbor’s window shades. They will be interesting.
—Betry May..

rooms at home. They are surrounded by Esquire, Life,
Time, Reader’s Digest, Coronet, the Saturday Evening

KEEP THE CHIN UP
Do you recall, when and if you were riding a surfboard, when the motor-boat ahead stopped, or the

towing-rope slipped off, how suddenly the frail plank
beneath you sagged downward and cool water rushed

up about you? If you were hot and tired the surge of
the water was pleasant, refreshing. And that’s the way

life had to offer me. Now my own children have the

to the Metropolitan Grand Opera piped into their

Post. At fourteen my daughter reads a dozen continued
novels, a half-dozen mystery stories, a hundred short
stories, or more, and articles by the dozen on all kinds

of subjects in the course of the year. Each of my boys

reads more in the same sources. But each of the three

usually reads different things. They dash about in the

car, covering several hundred miles a month where I

covered ten. They do a movie a week, on the average,
where I got perhaps three flickers and a couple of

vaudeville shows a year. They drink in I know not how

many hours of varied radio programs a week and,
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wonder of wonders, lap up their music, swing and
classic, while they study. This is their world as my
world was mine.” Thus writes the director of the
General College of the University of Minnesota.

And_ that’s small-townish! that’s only high-school
life!
I’m sure we all wonder sometimes if it would not be
better for students really interested to go back to the
old, old university-days of St. Thomas Acquinas, St.
Bonaventure, St. Dominic, Alfred the Great. Study in
those days was rounded-out; you could learn as much
as could be taught. Study was leisurely. You might get
your degrees in a year if you were a genius ora suicidal
student; and you could take ten years, if you wanted,
just to get your bacculaureate! One did not have to
attend lectures! The just and only requirement was

TREASURES

that when one presented himself for examinations,—
they were oral and comprehensive,—he know his
material and be ready to answer any and every question
put by anybody. He who answered received his bacculaureate, or doctorate, or masterate. He who could

not answer was told to come some other time.
But we are streamlined, machine-age products; our
graduates are turned out by the mass production

method. The educational system of the next generation may change for the better; it may itself change the

system; we can hope to change it for our posterity.
We cannot change our own on such short notice; we
must make the best of it. When in Rome, do as the

Romans do. In a streamlined, high-pressure system, be
streamlined; build your own high-pressure—for the
better.

—CLARENCE WILKINS.

and sacred duty bears;
this Crucifix

“You monks,”

patterns

I scofted, “live well.
No worries, but the best

a life
of lust renounc’d

of comfort’s yours.” Smiling, he kissed
his tatter’d stole, his Crucifix, and book.

for higher gain; this book”
—
he kissed his Rule—“‘is freedom’s blade

to sever the proud bondage of the will.”
“Yes,” he replied, drawing his cincture close.
“We seldom want and little; for
the One Who called us here

provides for all
our needs.
See there,”
the monk went on,
“my luxuries and joys!”
He pointed to a leathern scourge,
a tatter’d stole, a Crucifix, a book:

Seeing
my impotence

to rouse his holy wrath,
I chided him anew that he

“Surely,”
I pressed him still,
“you must regret the loss
of all the innocent delights
the world can give.” (My point, I felt, was won.)
“Regret, my son?” he echoed pityingly.
“Yours are the fruits that, seeming sweet,
powder to ashes, once
the rind’s removed,

leaving
a pith
that’s tasteless; mine
are lasting sweets—a crown

was poor, and bound in chasten’d slavery.

above, and here, my leathern scourge

“Not poor,” the monk rejoined, “but rich indeed:

and tatter'd stole, my Crucifix and book.”

this tatter’d stole a wealth of love
Josrpu H. Zenvz.
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Book Reviews
MR. DOOLEY AT HIS BEST
FINLEY PETER DUNNE
Scribner’s

In th’ wurruld iv joornalism there’s a name that has
more significance f’r joornalists than Budda has f’r th’

Chinies, as Hogan wud say. Whin we see a man today
readin’ last Sundah’s pa-aper, we accuse him right away
iv bein’ behind th’ times or iv havin’ spent his last
nickel f’r a glass iv beer. But whin he goes an’ takes
a lot iv clippin’s frum th’ pages iv th’ gay nineties an’

pasthes thim in a book an’ publishes it fr people to
read—well, thin those clippin’s must be great lithrachoor like Shakespeare an’ th’ Bible.
Sure, ’twas in th’ gay nineties that Finley Peter
Dunne was at th’ height iv his career, takin’ cracks at
Tiddy Rosenfelt an’ annything else he thought needed a
crack at th’ time. But he was always rale nice about it,

yknow, an’ even Tiddy injyed Mr. Dooley’s wallops.
(It was prob’ly the’ jye iv seein’ his name in th’
pa-aper.
)

Well, he wint on with his wallopin’, nivver takin’
it too seriously, but th’ public saw behind th’ Irish
dialect somethin’ more thin just plain “humor,” an’
so wan fine day some wan says to him, “Why don’t ye

make a book out iv thim things?” An’ he says, “No,”
he says. But lather he was prevailed upon, an’ he does.
An’ manny books were made out iv thim, an’ now
comes this last wan, afther th’ man himself is dead,

idited by Elmer Ellis.

there’s Hogan. "Tis ralie too bad that he had to be a
contimporary iv Roodyard Kipling. Kipling wud call
th’ Muse f’r to come an’ spend a week with him, an’
whin he finished with her, she was a purthy good second
hand girl, but Hogan nivver wint in f’r seconds, an’ so

he nivwver got farther in his pomes thin “Oh, Star” an’
“Oh, Moon.”

An’ thin. there’s th’ sketches that play on th’ heart
strings, as Hogan wud say, like Arfeeus upon th’ golden
liar. Sure, ye’re perverted if ye don’t shed a tear f’r
Shaughnessy afther his good woman an’ childer all

answer th’ call iv th’ Banshee, an’ he gives his last girl
in marriage an’ is left all alone in th’ wurruld. Nor
will ye forget Clancy in a short time, ayether. Clancy

was the bravest fireman that even played dominoes in
th’ joker stand. He grew ol’ in th’ service, an’ with the
good woman wanted to see more iv him “thin blowin’
into a saucer iv coffee,” he decided to quit, but he

wanted jist wan more rale good ol’ hot fire before he
did it, an’ it came with the Carpenter Brothers’ box
factory. Poor Clancy was in th’ buildin’ whin it collapsed, an’ they carried him home, an’ “th’ little

woman met him at th’ dure, rumplin’ her apron in her
hands.”

If ye’ve nivver met Mr. Dooley befure ye meet him
at his best, yell be sure to be wondherin’ what he’s

like at other times, an’ whin ye get through readin’
some iv his other books, yell be convinced that Mr.
Dooley is always at his best.
—RicHarp O’SHAUGHNESSY.

Sure, ’tis a distinct pleasure to listen in on th’ conversations iv Dooley with his friend Hinnissy. Dooley,
yknow, runs th’ saloon on th’ Archery Road, an’ Hin-

nissy often dhrops in f’r—a chat. Well, sir, they chat

about ivirything frum politics to pothry, an’ it must be
admitted that Dooley knows his stuff. He is what
Hogan wud call an armchair fillosafur, on’y he stands
beside th’ bar instid iv sittin’ beside th’ fireplace. An’

th’ people they talk about—ye feel as they’re yer very
intimates. Before long ye know Father Kelley so well
that ye cud throw yerself at his feet an’ confess with
nivver th’ least bit iv shame or confusion. An’ thin

ALL THIS AND HEAVEN TOO
RACHEL FIELD
The Macmillian Co.

This whole book is as interesting and choice as its
title. Rachel Field in her book has combined all the
grace, delicacy, and charm of other writers of her sex,

but she has surpassed them by adding a strong vigor
and vitality, and by avoiding that capital sin of many
women writers, sentimentality.
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This book approximates technical per-

fection: rise and fall of plot; characterization and character analysis; description;
setting; and, denouement. But the chief
quality of the technique is that it in no

Bes

BAYHAWM’S INTRODUCE

way obtrudes itself, or burdens the story;

it remains always a means to an end.

Rachel Field excells in her descriptions.
These descriptions are so varied—from a
peanut-vendor on the quais at Havre to

Gramercy Park in downtown New York
—that a wide knowledge, as well as a

keen insight into the “spiritualized” joys
of Nature, are demanded of the author.
From description to characterization is a

natural step.
The delineations of her child and
women characters are real, vivid, and

charming. In comparison to the grace and

accuracy of which this author describes
her women characters, her male characters

appear feeble. In reading this book, one
shares with the children of the French

royal family of Praslin their joys, pleasures, and their attachment to Henriette

Deluzy-Deportes, later Mrs. Henry Field.
It is the character of Henriette, however,
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that really interests the readers of this
story.

One follows her actions through the

A Roomy Norwegian Front
Styled for Street or Stadium

pages of the book, from England, to
France, finally to America. It is the life

struggle of Henriette so vividly and
minutely drawn that makes this a great
book. If authors live to coming centuries
through their characters, then Rachel
Fields’s place among the literary immortals is established. The author has
made Henriette so much alive to the
readers of the story, that they follow
Henriette with tears in their eyes and fear in their

“Gib”

Fitzpatrick,

Bayham’s popu-

lar U. of D. representative, is in the
store every Saturday.

BAYNHAM’S
MAIN AT FIRST

The philosophy exposed in this book is sometimes a
little askew. Religious bigotry and belief in the morality

hearts, or smiles on their faces and exuberance in

of suicide are two examples. Despite this defect, this

their hearts according as the fates guide Henriette’s
destiny into paths of sorrow, or into paths of hope and

book will live because of the noble, strong, and virtuous

happiness.
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character, Henriette.
—WALTER E.. PUCKETT.

WE FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

JOHN B.

RODERER
SHOE STORES
807 Brown Street
812 Xenia Ave.
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Greatest Name In
Refrigeration
In addition to the world-famous
Frigidaire Household Refrigerator
with the Meter-Miser, the Frigidaire Division of General Motors
also manufactures Electric Ranges,
Electric

Water

Heaters;

a

com-

plete line of office and industrial
water coolers; commercial refrigeration equipment for stores, hotels,
hospitals, taverns, markets, restau-
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it’s so easy and convenient

rants, florists, etc.; ice cream cabinets, milk coolers, beverage coolers,
frosted food merchandisers; portable air conditioners, and equipment for air conditioning any size

to use, you might think that long distance tele-

space from a single room to an
entire building. Every Frigidaire

phone service was designed for inactive people. Not

product is outstanding for economical performance and quality

at all! It’s for ACTIVE PEOPLE, too, because it
gets things done QUICKLY. It makes arrange-

construction.

See Your Nearest Frigidaire
Dealer

ments... gets the news... tells your story...
brings the answer...QUICKLY. If you’re in active circulation, keep long distance in mind. It will
help you time after time at little cost. For example:

112 miles . . . for 35¢

260 miles . . . for 65c

180 miles . . . for 50c

300 miles . . . for 70c

These are night and Sunday rates for 3-minute
Station-to-Station calls.
Flap
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TELEPHONE CO.

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10
Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

Miss America
CHESTERFIELD’S VALENTINE GIRL
Patricia Donnelly of Detroit

The real reason why Chesterfields
are in more pockets every day is because Chesterfield’s Right Combination of the world’s best
cigarette tobaccos gives you a better smoke...
definitely milder, cooler and better-tasting. You
can’t buy a better cigarette.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK CHESTERFIELD TeSattify
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